The sensual evaluation instrument: Developing a trans-cultural self-report measure of affect
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Abstract

In this paper we describe the development and testing of a tool for self-assessment of affect while interacting with computer systems, meant to be used in many cultures. We discuss our research approach within the context of existing cultural, affective and HCI theory, and describe testing of its effectiveness in the US and Sweden.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been increasing interest among HCI practitioners in the role of affect in the interface, both in terms of designing systems (Picard, 1997; Norman, 2004) and in terms of assessing their effectiveness with users (Isbister and Höök, 2005). Evaluation of user affect is a domain that is not as well articulated and explored as is assessing whether a system is usable, or whether it actively increases work productivity. Emotions are notoriously difficult to measure (Bentley et al., 2005). Giving a post-interaction questionnaire does not capture the richness of the emotional ebb and flow during interaction. Analyzing videotape of users for facial expression and other cues of emotion is time-consuming and difficult. Typical ratios of analysis to recorded time can range from 5:1 to 100:1 or even worse (Mandryk et al., 2006). Using biosensors to monitor physiological signals such as heart rate and skin conductance has become more popular (Picard and Daily, 2005), but offers the difficulty of interpretation of signals—for example, it is not possible to tell the difference between joy and anger (Bentley et al., 2005, p. 4). Think aloud methods may run into problems of observer expectancy and social conformity effects, or a reluctance to share emotional information, as emotion is a highly socially reactive phenomenon (Bentley et al., 2005).

As researchers, we saw a need for further explorations of this problem space—in particular, we were interested in how to obtain information about a user’s affect that could have a helpful impact on the design process itself. We are working within a tradition that encourages early and rich engagement with users during the design process, to support better ideation and evolution of the final designed interface (e.g. Muller et al., 1993). We asked ourselves what sorts of methods might enable designers to get a rich feel for user emotions as they unfold during an experience? What sorts of methods might be lightweight enough to use early and often in the design process? We worked with a bias toward self-report on the part of the user, rather than physiological data to be analyzed later on, for two reasons: (1) We wanted the dialog between designers and users to be explicit and mutual. (2) We wanted to allow for ambiguous and evocative communication between user and designer, to preserve the rich and multi-layered feelings that users might be having and to create sparks in the designer that could lead to powerful design insights—what Gaver and Dunne might refer to as ‘inspiration cues’ (Gaver and Dunne, 1999, p. 602).

We also hoped with our work, as a bi-cultural research team embedded within a European Union Network of...
Excellence devoted to the study of affect in computer systems that includes 33 partners which represent 14 countries, to develop a tool that could be used readily by designers from various cultures, and/or by designers traveling to work with users in cultures other than their own. This has led us to an examination of the literature on culture and affect, to determine whether it even makes sense to pursue a trans-cultural measure of this nature.

1.1. Considerations of culture and affect

Reviews of the research on affect and how it manifests among different cultures presents a complex picture of whether there are ‘universals’ among cultures when it comes to affect (e.g. Berry et al., 1992; Kitayama and Markus, 1994). One set of thinkers, with a focus on biological properties of human beings, begin with the notion that as humans share fundamental biological processes and responses to the environment, emotions can be framed as fundamentally physical responses to stimuli that emerge from these biological underpinnings. Thus they see affect as a universally human phenomenon that is more similar than it is different, across cultures. Among the most well-known proponents of this view are Ekman and his research collaborators, who have conducted extensive examination of identification of facial expression in many cultures (Ekman et al., 1987). These studies have led to a consistent cluster of identifiable expressions. We cannot truly separate expression of emotion from its context, symbolic representation, and social sharing (Scherer and Wallbott, 1994, p. 310). (For an interesting review of the divergence of beliefs and methods between the psychological and anthropological fields and an excellent attempt at setting integrative goals, see Norenzayan and Heine, 2005.)

We were interested in determining which, if any, proposals for universals seemed particularly stable or promising. We found two researchers who seemed to converge upon a couple of universal looking qualities of affect that were of use to us in our thinking. One was Wierzbicka (1999), a linguist who analyzed emotion words in many languages, looking for common patterns. She found that some concepts were included in every language, one of which was the general notion of positive/negative. This result was corroborated by an analysis by Osgood and colleagues (Osgood, 1977), who conducted an extensive examination of ‘subjective culture’—how people within a culture view themselves and evaluate their way of life—in 30 communities spread around the globe. They found that all of these communities used dimensions that could be categorized (in English) as valence (good/bad), potency (strong/weak) and activity (active/passive). Aspects of this common-dimensional space have been corroborated by other emotion researchers, such as Russell, who created a dimensional space with valence (good/bad) and arousal (high/low energy) as the axes (Russell, 1980). It’s worthwhile to note here that Osgood constructed an ‘atlas’ of these universals, along with what he called ‘sub-universals’ and ‘uniquenesses’—his research uncovered qualities at both ends of the universalist and social constructionist poles.

Several researchers have emphasized the fundamentally social and dynamic nature of affect (e.g. Averill, 1980; Wierzbicka, 1999). If one takes a component-based view of emotions (e.g. Mesquita et al., 1997), one can see that goals and other factors have a heavy influence on what is expressed. We cannot truly separate expression of emotion from its context, social and otherwise.

After considering these analyses of culture and affect, we would state the following as guideposts for our work:

- There seems to be some physical grounding of affect that is universal (evidence in facial expression research, in linguistic analysis, in Osgood’s work, as well as in Scherer and Wallbott’s study). Osgood’s universals are a helpful place to begin.
- This is heavily overlayed with and influenced by cultural/social/individual context, which is crucial to understanding and engaging in an emotional dialog with users.
- Emotion is a social and dynamic communication mechanism, not just a ‘knee jerk’ physical reaction. Therefore we must consider the form and particulars of the ‘conversation’ when constructing our instrument.

This review has given us hope that we can create a self-report instrument that makes use of some basic common dimensions, while allowing for a range of situated expression.
(It is of course important to note that the design of such an instrument to aid design would not fully account for nor address differences in how various cultures experience and make use of interactive technologies and media, which is an entire research area of its own).

1.2. Why a nonverbal, sensual measure

Our research team wanted to avoid eliciting words, in order to access aspects of a person’s affective experience that might not be readily processed into language as s/he interacted with a system. Recent research in decision-making has shown that people make intuitive decisions using affective processing, before they are able to verbalize what and why (Myers, 2002). Also, parts of affective processing are taking place in areas of the brain not readily accessible to language (LeDoux, 1996). Language is wonderful for summarizing and categorizing and processing one’s emotions after an experience, but might sometimes be a clumsy tool for communicating affect in the fleeting moment of interaction, particularly if one is feeling a jumble of half-resolved emotions-in-progress. We hoped using the visual sense as well as the sense of touch would elicit different kinds of responses from users, and perhaps allow for greater unresolved ambiguity in their expression. (Thus providing designers with richer fodder for iteration.)

We also thought it was possible that using objects would somewhat relieve the social conformity impulse in the user. If s/he did not have to ‘say’ that the interface was annoying but could instead show it, then such feelings might be allowed to surface more frequently and be communicated.

Also, we are committed as a research team to making affective evaluation engaging and interesting for users. We felt that ‘playing’ with objects would be more fun for users than filling out a survey or thinking aloud, and might thus lead to more relaxed and creative responses.

It’s important to note here that there has been some precedent in attempts to develop nonverbal, cross-cultural measurement instruments to aid in product design. The most closely related example that we could locate was a study of an animated character used to conduct product evaluations, called PrEmo, short for Product Emotion Measurement instrument (Desmet, 2004). This system used a pre-constructed set of 14 emotional character animations—desire, pleasant surprise, inspiration, amusement, admiration, satisfaction, fascination, indignation, contempt, disgust, unpleasant surprise, dissatisfaction, disappointment, and boredom (see Fig. 1), which were tuned especially for emotional response to product concepts such as car models. Although the authors claim some success for this instrument across several markets, the pre-set range of emotion does not allow for the rich dialog between the users and the designers of an evolving system, nor the flexibility of emotional taxonomies and categorization that were our aims.

We should note here that there is a wide range of techniques for eliciting nonverbal emotional feedback in the general social science literature (such as play therapy, see O’Connor, 2000) that is beyond the scope of this work. Our focus is specifically on enabling emotional feedback...
within a design context. Additionally, there are other choices that have been made in the design of nonverbal, real-time measures (e.g. anthropomorphic scales) which we considered during our development process and do not cover here—please see our CHI 2006 paper (Isbister et al., 2006) for more information about related nonverbal measures we examined.

2. Creating the SEI—an iterative process

The process by which we developed the Sensual Evaluation Instrument is described in greater detail in our CHI 2006 paper (Isbister et al., 2006). Briefly, we began with very open-ended explorations of the affective properties of objects, initially among the research team and later with a few outside participants. We initially attempted to use color as the differentiating factor among the objects (see Fig. 2), but quickly saw that individual meanings and emotional taxonomies of color were far too idiosyncratic, as well as being heavily driven by memory and narrative.

We moved from this first phase to a decision to craft biomorphic objects whose contours expressed affective qualities, not unlike those in the work of talented animators (e.g. Disney’s famous flour sack example, Fig. 3). We felt that using such forms could lead to an instrument that would be intuitive and familiar at a visceral level, while still ambiguous enough to be open for interpretation.

We worked with a sculptor who had experience crafting sensual and biomorphic shapes—Rainey Straus (www.raineystraus.com). She started from a set of descriptions of emotions that were based upon our observation of users in the early prototyping phase. Here are the descriptions that she received:

- Confusion (I don’t get what’s going on here)
- Frustration (what the system just did drove me nuts; or, I can’t solve this level and I hate this right now)
- Fear (the game is making me anxious; or, I think I might’ve erased the wrong files)
- Happiness at success (I just cracked a level; or, I just figured out how to do a new thing)
- Surprise (positive—something good happened I wasn’t expecting)
- Surprise (negative—something bad happened I wasn’t expecting)
- Satisfaction (something happened that I like)
- Contentment (all is okay, going smoothly)
- Frantic stress (things are out of my control, too much going on)
- Flow (I’m in my groove right now, really enjoying working with the system, we feel as one)
- Neutral (not feeling emotions right now, just working…)

She was not asked to create a one-to-one mapping, but rather to use these as a starting point for her work. In the end she crafted eight objects (see Fig. 4). They were sculpted in a bakeable clay, then cast in a durable white plastic material that was nonbreakable and neither very heavy nor overly light. The objects are not cold to the touch—rather they warm quickly in the hand. They are smooth surfaced, but not highly glossy.

Internally, we assigned names to the objects to make it easier to code data, as follows (follow the first image in Fig. 4): back row—spiky, pseudopod; next row—anteater, bubbly; next row—stone, doubleball, ball; front—barba-papa (named after a figure from a French animated
We did not use these or any other names for the objects with participants—these names are introduced only to aid you, the reader, in following discussion of object use in this paper.

We researched tactile and visual qualities of materials and objects, and found that there is some evidence of consistent mappings by people to certain qualities. For example, sharp objects are unpleasant and potentially dangerous, and to be avoided (Picard, 1997). Symmetry is generally pleasing (Bunch, 1989).

Examining our object set, one can see that they can be clustered into sharp and more rounded groups, as well as into symmetrical and asymmetrical groups. These properties seemed to have an interesting impact on the responses the objects received (described in the Findings Section 3.3 below).

3. Testing the SEI in two cultures

After constructing the prototype set of objects, we used molds to cast multiple copies so that we could conduct studies in various locations. We designed a test that would be first conducted in the US then replicated in Sweden. We used a laptop and easily accessible software, so that we could readily follow the same process in both locations. The test was conceived as a co-exploration with those who participated, of these prototype objects. We wanted both to observe participants trying out this new method of giving feedback, and to learn from their own reflections about the process. In terms of testing across cultures, we hoped to learn from this pilot test whether the objects could ‘work’ in two different cultures, and what the differences might be between user experiences.

3.1. Method

Participants were recruited in both countries from a pool of students and researchers who were interested in HCI issues. There were 12 participants in the US (10 male, 2 female) and 12 participants in Sweden (8 male, 4 female).

We took participants through an hour-long process that consisted of 5 stages:

- **Explanation of research purpose and orientation to the objects**: In this phase, the participant was shown the objects and encouraged to handle them, and the experimenter described the purpose of the research and emphasized that any type of usage of the objects to convey affective state was fine (multiple objects at once, movement of objects, and so forth).

- **Use of objects with a subset of the IAPS (International Affective Picture Set)**: In this phase, the participant was shown a series of images taken from the IAPS (Lang et al., 2005), and asked to use the SEI objects to indicate affective response to each picture. (See the Findings Section 3.2 for examples of the images used). The images were selected because their arousal/valence scores mapped roughly to the feelings that the artist initially intended to convey with the objects.

- **Use of objects with a computer game**: In this phase, the participant played through the first puzzle in a PC adventure game, The Curse of Monkey Island, and was instructed to use the objects to indicate affect during play. The experimenter was present during this phase, and was available to offer hints/tips on using the game during play. (Note: this game is known for its extremely funny dialog and the frustrating nature of its puzzles—so we chose it in part because we knew it was likely to successfully elicit strong emotions from players.)

- **Use of objects during a chat**: After the game, the participant was asked to chat using AIM instant messaging with the experimenter’s assistant, to discuss how it was to play the game. The experimenter left the room during this portion, after instructing the participant to use the objects to indicate affect while chatting.

- **A discussion of how it was to use the objects to give affective feedback**: At the end, the experimenter returned and walked the participant through a series of questions about what it was like to use the objects, including solicitation of suggestions for improvement of the SEI. Questions included: What was it like to use the objects to express...
emotion? Did you find that you had a consistent set of mappings? How hard or easy was it to use them? Any other thoughts? Suggestions for changes or alternatives?

The sessions were digitally recorded (with participants’ consent), so that we could later analyze usage in conjunction with what the participant was seeing on-screen. Recording was done in a picture-in-picture format in the US (see Fig. 5), and with separate camera angles that were then recombined in a similar way in Sweden, so that we could see what was happening on-screen, with the objects, and also see the person’s face and hands (see Fig. 18 for an example of the Swedish post-study analysis video).

3.2. Findings

3.2.1. Calibration with images

Among US participants, although there were definitely individual differences in reactions, we found some consistent patterns of object use when considering the valence (positive or negative) of the calibration images. Fig. 6 shows that US participants tended to use the sharp objects (spiky, anteater) for images with negative valence, and more rounded objects (ball, stone) for images with positive valence. (See Fig. 7 for examples of images used from the IAPS.)

Swedish participants did consistently use the spiky object for negative valence images, but did not show the smooth object pattern for positive valence images (see Fig. 8).

Neither group showed clear patterns of object use when considering the arousal dimension for the photos (see Figs. 9 and 10).

We noticed with the calibration task, that participants from both cultures self-reported making object choices sometimes due to similarities in the contours of the SEI object and what was in the photo—for example, spiky looked like the shark’s teeth, or the anteater looked like the mountain range. Participants did not report this sort of shape matching during the other two interactive tasks in the study, leading us to conclude that the IAPS may not be the most reliable form of calibration for our instrument, because it relies on still images that can be analyzed purely visually rather than unfolding snippets of experience.

3.2.2. Individual taxonomies

There were patterns of use by both groups that suggested consistent underlying dimensional mappings, as well as a high degree of interpersonal variance. Several participants in both the US and Sweden indicated that the sharper shapes (spiky and anteater) were associated with anger and frustration. This association was clearest for Swedes to spiky. Because anteater had rounded edges on one side, both groups characterized it as an object that could shift...
meaning. Some members of each group suggested malicious humor as one interpretation of the object.

Members of both cultural groups said that the more rounded objects as a category seemed to indicate more positive, calmer emotions to them. Participants in both groups noted that these objects felt very good in the hand.

Some objects had a high degree of consistency of mapping for both cultural groups—spiky (anger, frustration), ball (calm, positive), and stone (calm, positive) received consistent descriptions in the post-study discussion with participants. Other objects had consistent patterns for one group and not for the other. For example, Swedes found barbapapa difficult to interpret, whereas several US participants associated it with humor. US participants used bubbly for both humor and for confusion and frustration. Many commented that the bubbly form seemed chaotic and suggested confusion or indeterminacy. One Swede reported a similar feeling, but the rest found this shape rather confusing. Pseudopod got some similar reactions to bubbly from US participants—one person used this to indicate that he had a goal in mind but it wasn’t wholly resolved—a feeling of directed anticipation. Swedes found this shape odd and confused, and one associated it with an atomic explosion cloud!

Doubleball was not used much by participants from either culture, and interpretations varied, though they usually had positive overtones. One participant in each group remarked that this shape reminded them of a peanut.

3.2.3. Use patterns

Members of both cultures did use the objects, but the Swedes used them less frequently overall than the US participants. Selection of objects during the session (total time in the game and chat tasks was typically ~30 min total) ranged from 0 to 53 times among the US participants, and from 0 to 37 times among Swedish participants. Participants used the objects to express emotion both when playing the game with the experimenter present, and when instant message chatting with the experimenter not present in the room, although usage was less frequent in the latter case—two Swedish participants, and one US participant did not use the objects at all during chat, whereas this happened only once for the game (a Swedish participant). (See Figs. 11 and 12.)

There were large differences between the participant populations in terms of which objects were used the most during the experimental tasks. Some objects, such as antteater and pseudopod, had relatively similar frequency of use, whereas other objects, such as double ball and barbapapa, dramatically differed (see Fig. 13).

The use of multiple objects at one time varied considerably among participants in the US, and was infrequent among Swedish users (see Figs. 14 and 15). Ten out of the 12 US participants used multiple objects simultaneously at least once, with total multiple object use peaking at 21 instances for one participant. Only two of the
Swedish participants used multiple objects at once, and of these the highest instance was only 4 times.

Considering style of multiple object use, some participants held more than one object in the hand (Fig. 16) whereas others arrayed or stacked them (Figs. 17 and 18, respectively).

Participants used the objects in a variety of ways. Some held an object in one hand to indicate that was their current selection (e.g. Figs. 16 and 19); others arrayed the objects near them (e.g. Figs. 17 and 18). Some participants (e.g. Figs. 19 and 20) gestured with the objects in addition to holding them in the hand.

Finally, there was a spread of how many of the total object set was used during the study itself. Some participants only used a handful of the objects (e.g. Fig. 17, a US participant who said he would use the more pointy objects only if he saw ‘the blue screen of death’, or Fig. 20, a Swedish participant who only used three of the objects), vs. Fig. 18, a subject who used every object except Spiky during his session. Fig. 21 contrasts two different US participants’ patterns of object usage—participant one made use of only five of the objects, whereas participant two used the full range of objects, and much more frequently. Considering the two cultural groups as a whole, there was a general trend of the Swedish participants using a narrower range of the objects than the US participants (see Fig. 22).

### 3.2.4. Comparison of participant comments

Participants from both cultures gave us both positive and negative feedback about the experience. Both Swedes and US participants commented that they liked holding the objects in their hands—especially the smoother ones. For example, one US participant remarked ‘They were fun to play with, just to roll them around in your hand.’ (This participant had an object in hand almost constantly during the session.) A Swedish participant said it is nice that the objects are not fragile, that you can play around with them without fear of them breaking. Several US participants said they liked being able to use more than one object at one time, and that this was more fun for them than filling out a survey would be. When asked if he would prefer to verbalize his emotions instead of using the objects during a game, one Swedish subject jokingly commented that ‘then I would be frustrated and use this one instead (spiky)’.

Both groups expressed frustration that the object set was not ideal. Both Swedes and US participants were looking for objects that could express emotions such as ‘joy’ or ‘sadness’ or ‘despair’ and did not see options among those offered to them. Interestingly, the solution proposed by most Swedes was to have fewer and more differentiated objects, while most US participants suggested having lots more objects and perhaps letting people choose from among them to create their own personal set. It’s also interesting to note, along these lines, that US participants made far more frequent use of multiple objects than Swedish participants.

Swedes and US participants both noted that the doubleball object was not very useful, and that the ball and stone seemed too similar to be usefully differentiated.

Participants from both cultures made some very interesting suggestions for evolving the instrument, which included:

- adding the ability to squeeze or shape the objects somehow with one’s own grip, to further indicate emotion,
- adding droopy objects to indicate despair or low energy level,
introducing scale, texture, and color as variables, having some visible representation of the objects on screen so they are easier to remember and use without disturbing the task.

One other factor for consideration in the object use (briefly mentioned in Section 3.2.1) was the tendency for participants sometimes to match the shape of the object with the shape of the thing they were reacting to. This was...
especially so with the IAPS image calibration (some subjects used the pseudopod or barbapapa in response to a gun image, or the doubleball or bubbly because it looked like the rounded mountains, and so forth). This tendency seemed to become less prevalent with the active system feedback sessions, but is a concern in further evolution of the shapes themselves.

3.3. General discussion of results

This bi-cultural testing process confirmed some of the initial results we found in the US study (see Isbister et al., 2006 for extended discussion):

- Using the SEI seems to be fun and engaging, in part because it makes use of the body and sense of touch, and also because it allows for flexibility in response. We observed stacking, rolling, holding in the hand, gesturing, and arranging in an array next to the laptop—a wide range of different modes of use. And we heard...
positive comments from both cultural groups about the process.

- There are indications (through frequency and range of observed use patterns and comments afterward) that this is a feasible way to give in-process feedback without too much disruption, as we had hoped.

- Use patterns and verbal descriptions also seem to indicate that this could be evolved into a reasonably consistent instrument in terms of general affective dimensions (particularly positive and negative valence), even across cultures, while maintaining a flexibility and subtlety of expression for participants (evidence for this can be seen in the wide range of usage patterns described in Section 3.2).

There were important differences in the use of the SEI between Swedes and US participants—less frequent use and range of object choice by Swedes, less meaning attributed to some of the objects than by US participants, fewer multiple-object usages by Swedes—but we feel with some tuning, our object set has a reasonable chance at supporting design feedback in multiple cultures, as we had hoped. So long as we are able to set up a rich and helpful communication between designer and potential user in a range of cultures, we will have achieved our aims with this particular instrument.

It is important to note some key limitations of this exploratory cross-cultural examination of the objects: first, the results reported are observations of trends, not statistically significant results of a large-scale comparison. Second, though the participant pool in both studies was similar in make-up (HCI researchers and students) we did not rigorously screen for demographic and personal characteristics of participants. It’s possible that there were differences in the participant pools along axes other than culture that may have contributed to different use patterns. Finally, these two cultures (US and Sweden) could be

![Fig. 20. A Swedish participant makes stabbing motions with spiky towards the screen. She frequently used spiky to indicate frustration when not making progress in the game or when the chat session was progressing slowly. Usually she would pick up the object and shake it before putting it down again. But sometimes this was extended with stabbing motions towards the computer screen. She only used three of the objects, including spiky.]

![Fig. 21. Comparison of overall frequency of use of each object, between two different US participants in the study.]

categorized as quite similar, as opposed to, say, a comparison between a European and an Asian culture. This initial study was meant to examine the promise of the SEI as a cross-cultural instrument for garnering feedback, not as a definitive proof of its validity. We feel our results are exciting enough to warrant further exploration of the SEI as a feedback method for use across cultures, and we plan to address these limitations in future work.

In terms of use of the SEI as a feedback tool for designers, conducting these two preliminary studies provided some helpful indications about the strengths and limitations of the approach. We noticed that participants seemed to use the objects to indicate moments of emotional transition that were relatively strong, rather than as a constant, finely tuned expression of all of their subtle emotional shifts. They also tended to use the objects less frequently when highly immersed in an interaction, until a relatively strong emotion led them to ‘take a step back’ and provide feedback with the objects about what was going on. Having observed and analyzed these early tests, we feel that this method would not be ideal for eliciting user feedback about very time-critical and/or highly attention-demanding interfaces, as users would have neither the time nor the attention to devote to handing the objects. Nor would the SEI likely be able to provide extremely fine-grained, moment-by-moment emotional data about participants, given the use patterns observed thus far.

Instead, the instrument seems well-suited for creating a low-stress, informal and playful dialog between designers and potential users of a system that is not relentlessly time and attention demanding, which can defuse the social stigma of providing key and sometimes critical feedback about the system verbally. The objects provide a way to avoid direct criticism and allow for playfulness in approach and more range of expression than a questionnaire or even a think-aloud might (such as several conflicting emotions, and sharing unresolved and somewhat amorphous feelings).

Examples of ideal target systems for use of the SEI (meant to engage the emotions, perhaps in new ways, and not intensely time and attention demanding) include:

- new mobile phone or other hand-held device interfaces,
- smart home controls and feedback,
- anthropomorphic or highly social (e.g. avatar-based) interfaces that use human social and emotional communication with users,
- videogames which do not require extremely time-intensive hands-on operation at all times,
- evaluation of first impressions of products and websites with a strong emotional component,
- traditional desktop computer interfaces which the designers anticipate will generate strong emotions.

The SEI did not entirely eliminate the need for words as a tool for discussing emotion. For the experimenters, the post-use discussion with participants was invaluable in helping us to best understand the rich expression that the participants showed through use of the objects—their supplemental verbal ‘decoding’ was useful as a bridge into the gestural and multi-layered way that each used the objects. However, we definitely saw evidence that the nonverbal, tactile method of providing feedback while
working with the system had merit and transcended what we could have accomplished with a think-aloud method.

In contrast to other nonverbal measures such as the PrEmo faces, or a dimensional valence (positive/negative) and arousal approach, we felt the SEI allowed for more subtle, multi-layered, and open-ended participant reactions to the interfaces that were used, and would provide a designer who observed the test (or who saw the video later) with a far richer level of access to what was happening for the user of the system. As such, the SEI seems most valuable as an alternate emotional channel between designer and user (rather than as a summative tool for others to use in guiding their evaluation of the ‘success’ or ‘failure’ of a given design).

In short, we feel the SEI is best-suited for eliciting the type of emotional feedback that may be difficult to bring into words or may have social stigma attached, as someone is experiencing a new system or product that is likely to create emotional responses, particularly those that may be multi-layered and complex. There is still work to be done in terms of establishing the robustness and efficiency of this method of eliciting feedback, but there is certainly a need for designers to receive this kind of nuanced emotional feedback as they design ever more invasive and socially embedded applications.

The usefulness of the SEI could also be extended and deepened by having designer and participant look back over the video footage together, using it as reflective tool for discussing what was happening for the participant emotionally and why, and even brainstorming solutions and iterations together as a result of these insights.

4. Next steps

The results of this exploratory testing of the SEI lead us to believe that the instrument merits further refinement and more comprehensive testing.

One crucial next step is to determine the effectiveness of the SEI in working design contexts—are system developers able to use the SEI to elicit helpful feedback from users? What are the strengths and limitations of the tool in this active context? Does this vary across cultural locales/groups? We currently have research groups in both Sweden and Austria who are planning to use the objects during various stages of design, and we are soliciting designers in other countries—we are particularly interested in locating research groups in South America and Asia to generate a range of cultural responses to our instrument.

Based upon feedback from both US and Swedish participants in our study, we would like to make some changes to the object set. We hope to add objects that express the ‘missing’ range of emotions, to remove less helpful or redundant objects, and extend the overall shape range. We will probably keep the objects in the same size and color range, to limit the number of variables a person has to contend with, and to ensure that they stay comfortable and engaging to touch.

The patterns of response of both groups to the objects created by our sculptor suggested the following sculptural dimensions of interest:

- rounded vs. spiky (positive to negative valence),
- smooth vs. bubbly or protruding surface (low vs. high arousal),
- symmetrical vs. asymmetrical (calmer or more directed/ resolved vs. confused/chaotic).

It is interesting to us that these three dimensions correspond to Osgood’s three ‘universal’ dimensions of subjective culture assessment cited in the introduction, and that the first two correspond to the two-dimensional valence and arousal space which forms the foundation for the International Affective Picture Set (IAPS) that was used in the calibration part of our study (Lang et al., 2005). Research into the workings of the brain suggest links between shapes and sounds (e.g. people will tend to map the name ‘kiki’ onto a sharp-edged drawing and ‘bouba’ onto a rounded-edged drawing—see Ramachandran and Hubbard, 2001), that seem to demonstrate fundamentally biological bases for our responses to visual properties. We see this work as a foundation for beginning to articulate ‘universal’ affective qualities of shapes, supporting their use in many cultural contexts. It is possible, though, that we may find after testing in radically different cultures that it is simply the case that different object sets are required—this would in turn have interesting implications for the limits of universality of emotion and expression of emotion in the core psychological literature.

As we make changes to the objects, we plan to explore iterations based upon the dimensions above (perhaps with the addition of the ‘droopiness’ dimension suggested by one participant). We may even create an interface that allows people to use sliders to craft their own affective objects, to give us a better understanding of these shape variables and how they relate to affect (the objects could then be ‘printed’ using a 3-d printing device and tested in further studies).

We also have a test arranged in which we compare self-report with the SEI, to measurements obtained through physiological tracking of the user—facial expression, skin conductance, heart rate, and pressure patterns on a pressure-sensitive mouse. It would also be interesting to compare results from the SEI to other self-report methods (such as PrEmo-style character-based ratings, think-aloud, and questionnaires). In future comparisons we also hope to include considerations of how participant age and gender (and other important demographic variables) may impact the effectiveness of the various methods.

Finally, after testing in working design contexts and iteration of the shapes, we would like to re-approach the question of cross-cultural validity of the SEI with a larger-scale test among cultures that are considered widely divergent. Our investigation of the literature on culture and design for this project has revealed a large knowledge
gap to us in the understanding of design process and designer/user communication as it varies among cultures. We see further study of the SEI as it functions in different cultural contexts as an avenue through which to approach this little understood yet essential area for designers of interfaces and products that will have global reach.
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